
“The TMI
Technology
allows us to
have pools open
and revenue
coming in. A lot
of credit goes to
our Courthouse
staff, but if not
for the TMI
equipment, the
staff would be
facing an
impossible task. 

If you are interested in learning more about the
Courthouse Club Fitness, located in Oregon, click here. 

For more information on TMI Sustainable Aquatics click here. For

more information on BRIDGING® click here.  If you would like to

contact TMI, email  timothy@tmiaquatics.com.

TMI Sustainable Aquatics

1-800-818-8266

 

Couthouse Club Fintess
Interview Date: June 2022

We sat down with John Miller, Principal of Courthouse Club Fitness in Oregon
and Kurt Barker, long time Facilities Director, to chat about their aquatic division
and their relationship with TMI Sustainable Aquatics which goes back 22 years.
John affirmed that when he started with Courthouse Club back in 1981, they had
a single club which was essentially a racquet ball club. The owner group was
always willing to invest in improvements and technology and they started adding
pools shortly thereafter. Today they have 5 full-service clubs and manage the
pools at two country clubs. All in all, they are responsible for 16 bodies of water.
Through the years their investment in technology always paid off. John and his
wife purchased the Courthouse Club Fitness chain in 2009.

We have a select group of vendors – a family of vendors – who we rely on

without question. They take care of us at a fair price. I put TMI in that category.”

When Kurt joined Courthouse Club Fitness in 2007, he had zero pool
knowledge. Within the first year, he connected with TMI and completed the TMI
CPO® course.

“The first most important thing I learned from TMI was that the goal is to practice
preventative vs crisis management and it’s easier to practice this with TMI
equipment! More than anything though, I have learned that our pools can be
automated and can be beautifully crystal clear if we follow TMI instructions!”

Courthouse installed their first salt system with TMI 22 years ago and when Kurt
started with them in 2007, he inherited a number of systems that he had to learn
and manage. When he decided to add TMI UV to his salt systems it was
confirmed for him that while salt systems are a step up from ordinary chlorine
from a swimmer comfort perspective, adding UV not only improved the swimmer
experience, but created a “much better quality of water”.

“When the Best of Salem votes for the best pool, we always win!”

Over the last few years, the pool usage has tripled and includes swim teams,
swim camps and private lessons. All of these have exploded and Kurt attributes
this to the quality of the water. “Our bather load has increased to such an extent,
and it was the addition of the TMI UV Systems that allowed us to expand our
bather load and revenue without trouble”

“We consistently get member compliments about the water and the air quality. 

Most pointedly, the coaches that instruct in the warm therapy pools, that are

standing over the edge of the pool deck all day, they quickly and immediately

noticed the difference!”

“I can call TMI in Washington State and get product faster than I can from
local pool companies in Salem. When there is a problem to solve, rather than

wait for a service call in a few days, we get TMI on the line and this is no

problem because my guys can follow instructions. The zLOG® Pool
Management Software from TMI is the future of pools. If a counterpart called

me from another club asking about TMI equipment, I would tell them this: the

longer you wait the more you’re going to regret it after you have it. You don’t

know until you know. In our industry, the assumption is that the pool is always a

nightmare to manage. Well, not with TMI equipment and TMI support!”

Other TMI News

Shipping Closure
TMI will be closed for all shipping due to our annual inventory. Shipping

will be closed, July 21-22, 2022.

CPO® NEWS:
Congratulations to the latest Certified Pool Operators® from our Timber Ridge at

Talus, Little Creek Casino Resort, and Mid Columbia Medical Center classes. 

Our next class is July 11-12 in Chicago, IL.

Stay up to date on the latest CPO information on our website or on social media: Twitter or Facebook

@tmiaquatics.
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